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Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, February 12, 1942
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Beverly Ann Keith (above),
15, of Alton, Ill., has a smile at
Granite City, Ill., airport after
her first plane trip was interrupted by a volley of bullets
which struck the craft as it
circled near a restricted defense
area at Alton. Delbert Henson,
21, a passenger, was critically
wounded, but Miss Keith and
the pilot, Delbert Richardson,
were unhurt.
—AP Telemat

University Alumni
To Hear Donovan
Invitations To Kiwanis
Supper February 26
Will Go Out Soon
Invitations will be sent next
week to alumni of the University
of Kentucky living in adjacent
counties, to attend the meeting
of the Princeton Kiwanis Club
Thursday nigne Feb.,,, 26, at
which Dr. J. L. Donovan, president of the University, will deliver an address.
Dr. Donovan will come to
Princeton for his first visit since
being elected to head the State's
largest educational institution.
He will also address the farmers'
meeting to be held at the SubExperiment Station here, Friday
afternoon, Feb. 27.
County agricultural agents of
16 counties and other
alumni living in this section of
the State will be sent special
invitations to the Kiwanis meeting, J. F. Graham said this
week.
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Association will meet
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Rationed
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f the coming year.
War Production Board, has extended rationing authority vestans Attend
ed in Price Administrator Leon
Henderson to recaps and reg At Frankfort
treads, effective February 19.
Gregory, Kiwanis lieu- Tires and needed rubber also
overnor for this district; will be under supervision of ramons, president of the tioning at both retail and wholeci Kiwanis club, and J. sale prices. Nelson said reason
• Madisonville, attend- for this move was to bring about
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n of scrap metal
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rt last Friday. Plans for
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Mrs. H. R. Braddy, Houston,
nd old rubber are ex- Texas, is visiting her daughter,
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Mrs. Homer Ray Patterson.
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Registrars Named
To list Selectees
For War Service

Then as the law became a
common fixture, 18 applied
through the fall months. A total
of 12 obtained permits in December but the figure was still
a long way below normal because the Christmas season before, twice that number applied.
This year again started off
with couples shying from the
pre-martial test, the war or
going somewhere else to take
their vows. Only four asked for
licenses here.
And while Caldwell has never
been a Gretna Green, officials
say the marriage figure is almost low enough now to be
alarming. But it is expected to
perk up again as soon as the
war is over.

Plans are complete for Caldwell county's third Selective Service registration Menday, Feb.
16, it was reported Tuesday by
Hubert Young, local draft board
clerk.
About 2,000 men between 2044 years old are expected to
sign up, officials said. School
teachers, American Legion Auxiliary members and the regular
draft workers will handle the
registration.
Registration places and workers are as follows: Courthouse,
W. E. Jones, chief-registrar and
Katie Mae McBride, Charlton
Gresham, Elizabeth Soaper, Wanda Smith, Mrs. Gus Towery,
Mrs. Leona Trader, Ruth Hobgood, Martha Quisenberry, PYron Piercy, J. S. McBride, King
Satterfield, Mrs. Harry Blades,
Jr., Mrs. Roy Willingham, Mrs.
A. C. tluckols, Mrs. Alvin Lisanby and Gus Kortretch, registrars: Butler High School; C. A.
Horn, chief registrar and Kendall Bryant, Cliff Cox, Mrs.
Prank Craig, A. 0. Dodge, Camelia Gordon, Virginia Hodge,
Beulah Mullins, Alice Sharp,
Tom Stevenson, McKee Thompson, and Kathryn Whitnell, registrars: Fredonia High School;
H. J. Watson, chief registrar and
Lee Redden, Mrs. Lee Redden,
Roberta Morrow, and Desrie
Fair, registrars: Dotson School;
L. W. Johnson, chief registrar
and Juanita McNary, China Lou
Jones, Edith Greenlee, Lula
Hampton. and
Lula
Grinter,
registrars.
County registration places and
workers are: Bell Buckle, Mrs.
C. R. Baker; Bethany, Mrs. Cecil
Sigler; Blue Springs, Miss Ella
Meadows; Briarfield, Mrs. Mina
Thomason; Cave Creek, Mrs.
Flora Creekmur; Cedar Bluff,
A. E. Cravens; Cobb, Mrs. Thom(Please turn to page Four)

Charles Dorroh, 14-year-old
Butler High School freshman
and son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Dorroh, hit the jackpot for
Uncle Sam here in January by
selling $2,064 worth of defense
bonds and stamps.
Dorroh's sales ranked first
boys of the
among carrier
Louisville Times and Courier
Journal in a tri-state area including Indiana, Ohio and Kentucky, except Louisville.

Princeton PTA To
Observe Birthday
Mrs. Kimball Underwood Will Be Speaker At Meeting

Seniors Assigned
Places To Work

R. T. Whitton and family,
residents of Princeton for the
last five years, will move to
Frankfort Friday. They moved
here ,in 1937 when Mr. Whitton
became the chief construction
engineer in the building of the
new cell block at Eddyville State
Prison. They moved here from
Frankfort, Whitton's headquarters.

Envoy To Russia

Veterans' Groups
Oppose Outwood's
Use As Alien Camp

Five-Mile Portion To
Be Surfaced With
Crushed Limestone At
Cost Of $57,000

Princeton Parent-Teachers' Association will commemorate the
45th anniversary of the founding of PTA with an especially
designed program Tbursday, Feb
19, at Eastside school, Mrs. Paul
Cunningham,
preaelent,
said
Wednesday.
Mrs. Kimball Underwood,
former president of the Princeton organization who now lives
in Paducah, will be principal
speaker.
The music department of Butler High School will present a
short program under direction
of Kendall Bryant and Miss
Olive Seaton.
A highlight of the program
will be recognition of all past
presidents of the local club,
Mrs. Cunningham said, - and
these are urged to attend.
Mrs. Underwood is well known
here, having lived in Princeton
Pupils Will Get Exseveral years. She embarked on
plans for the non-existing school
perience In Shops
lunchroom project during her
And Offices
tenure.
The last regular meeting of
Seniors of Butler High School
PTA was held Thursday at
the
to
various
are being assigned
business places in Princeton to the home of Mrs. Cunningham.
gain experience in their chosen
70 Burley Sales Ended
field. The class includes
members.
On Hopkinsville Floors;
Under a plan devised by John
Sims, the student states his pre- Dark Fired Tops State
The Burley tobacco market at
ference of positions and then is
Hopkinsville closed last week
assigned a place to work.
All the Work is done after with a movement of 9,008,218
school hours and the students pounds at a $25.18 average and
objective is not for pay, but for $2,267,983.25 paid farmers. Receipts last year amounted to
experience received.
The plan was started last year $1,434,280.33 paid for 10,310,283
and proved quite successful be- pounds.
The Hopkinsville Dark Fired
cause after a few weeks work
pupils had a better idea on cured market Monday ledt all
which to base their plans for Kentucky markets in poundage
and money receipts, the State
future.,..e4nPleS,Mantk
Department of Agriculture reported.
Mrs. Addle Miller Is
The market dispesed of 235,278
Seriously Hurt In Fall
pounds for $31,526.65; 'averaging
Mrs. Addie Miller, W. Market $13.40 a hundredweight.
St., is confined to her home as
the result of fractured ribs,
sprains an dsevere bruises she Bill Gets Orders—
suffered when she fell from the He's In Navy Now
steps at her home several days
William Ray Powell, of the
ago.
United States Navy since Jan-

Whittons Will Move
To Frankfort Friday

Work On Shady
Grove-Webster
Road Starts Soon

Number 33

uary 26, and better known to
Princetonians as "Bill,"
the
Leader's enquiring reporter, got
his orders, cancelling his indefinite leave, and reported at
Navy headquarters, Federal
Building, Louisville, this morning. He expects to be assigned
immediately for duty at the
Great Lakes Naval Training
StItion, near Chicago.
••I.
r. and Mrs. C. S. Collier
were visitors in Paducah Monday.

Grading, draining and surfacing of five miles of the Shady
Grove-Webster county road in
Caldwell county will begin sometime within the next 10 days,
it was announced this week by
Frank Jones, superintendent of
master roads for WPA.
The portion of highway connects Old Quinn and Shady
Grove in the northern section
of the county. Plans for the construction were submitted to WPA
and State authorities almost a
year ago.
The road will be surfaced
with crushed limestone and about
66 men will be employed on the
project, which will require about
a year for completion, Mr. Jones
said.
The project is sponsored by the
Caldwell Fiscal Court. It will
cost about $57,000 with the
federal government furnishing
about $40,000 and the county a
little more than $17,000.
Mr. Jones said the labor will
be done entirely by WPA and
that a shortage of this type of
manpower, evident in neighboring counties probably will not
affect the Caldwell project.

Lunchroom Meeting
Is Scheduled Today
Persons interested in Princeton's school lunchroom project,
maintained at Eastside,
will
meet
this afternoon at 3:30
o'clock at the courthouse, it was
announced by WPA officials.
The program is to be expanded,
they said, and there is need for
conservation of home food supplies. Garden plans will be discussed in connection with the
project.

Joe Jones Chosen
Officer Of Legion
Post Gains Nine New
Members, Plans
Year's Activities
Joe Jones, member of the City
Council, was elected vice commander of Carlisle Orange Post,
American Legion, at the organization's meeting last week,
to replace Leo F. Walker, resigned. Mr. Walker is county
chairman for Civilian Defense.
Mack Vinson was elected sergeant-at-arms, replacing Sumner Dudley, who died recently.
The post gained nine new
members at the meeting: R. G.
Thomason, G. M. Pedlev, C. Y.
Wadlington, H. M. Keeney, Alvin
Lisanby, Bennet Larkins, Fred
B. Howard, William Larkins and
John S. Dunning.
Harry Blades and Harry Long
were named a committee to arrange entertainment to be furnished by the post to the veterns
confined to Outwood Hospital
at regular monthly intervals and
Commander C. W. Gowin was
delegated to represent the post
in cooperation with other civic
organizations in the flag raising
exercises to be conducted when
the new flag is dedicated in the
courthouse yard, date for which
is tentatively set for Monday,
Feb. 23.

Court Docket To
Be Light For March Term

Circuit

March term of Caldwell Circuit Court will open here Monday, March 2, with another light
docket, Circuit Clerk Leona
Trader said Wednesday, the jury
list was sent out Tuesday.
Mrs. Lucian Greer, Princeton,
is reeovering from burns suffered several weeks ago. She was
scalded by hot water and has
been confined to her home since.

Legion Leader Here
Suggests Between-theRivers Federal Property As Logical Site

Admiral William H. Standley
(above), former chief of naval
operations and now retired, was
appointed ambassador to Moscow by President Roosevelt.
—AP Telemat

City Streets Will
Be Improved Soon
State Aid On Through
Highways Provided
By New Law

(By Associated Press)
Washington, Feb. 11—An immigration and naturalization bureau inspector has recommended the Veterans' Facility near
Dawson Springs, Ky., not be
used as a concentration camp
for undesirable aliens, Representative Beverly Vincent
of
Kentucky said today.
The Dawson Springs property,
Vincent said, was among a group
of sites surveyed by the buregu's
inspection service.
Legion Opposes Use Of
Hospital For Aliens
Veterans' organizations of Hopkinsville, Madisonville and
Princeton, cities nearest Outwood Hospital, are joining in
recommendations that the government use some abandoned
Western Kentucky CCC camp
rather than the veterans' hospital if it wants an alien concentration camp in this section, it
was learned Tuesday.
C. W. Gowin, commander of
Carlisle Orange Post, American
Legion, said the local veterans'
organization is strongly opposed
to sacrificing the Outwood hospital and its surrounding area
for use as an alien concentration camp. He suggested that
the 50,000-acre tract in
the
Between - the - Rivers section,
know as the Kentucky Wildlife
Refuge, would be suitable and
said it would be close to the new
Army camp between Clarksville
and Hopkinsville and thus could
be protected by troops from that
Sttonghold.
Government representatives inspected the hospital in the edge
of northwest Christian last week
and left without any statement
in regard to the purpose of their
visit. Vague reports from Washington to the effect "no immediate evacuation of Outwood
(Please turn to page Four)

Princeton's asphalt streets,
built when the first paved street
program materialized here and
badly in need of repair, will be
improved next Spring or summer if nothing happens to plans
partly formulated at Monday
night's meeting of the city council.
Mayor Cash said Tuesday
about $1,000 is needed for the
project which will probably include patching and general rg-.
pair of worn surfaces. The city
expects to receive State aid on
this work, a bill providing for
such relief having passed the
legislature this week.
Petitions fp...construction of
sidewalks gi cooperation with
WPA were presented to the
council by W. L. Davis and The
Christian Church. Both were
filed in regular order.
The mayor urged councilmen J. L.
Groom Accepts
to attend a meeting of leaders
in the local school lunchroom Illinois Central Job
program scheduled here
this
Leonard Groom, for the last
afternoon at the courthouse.
several years secretary of the
Reports showed 555 motorists Caldwell ACP unit
here, has
had purchased city licenses.
accepted appointment as secretary to C. E. Collier, Illinois
Schultz Speaks To
Central trainmaster for
this
district, it was announced WedRotary Club Members
nesday. He replaces William E.
Fred Schultz, professor of psy- Brelsford, who has been assignchology at Murray State College, ed to duty as clerk in the freight
spoke at the weekly Rotary yard office.
meeting Tuesday night.
The
subject of his address was "Im- Flagpole Being
Welded
portance of the Times."

%At Cobb High School

4•••

Frank Jones Gets
P. A. Appointment
Frank Jones, former W.P.A.
foreman has been
appointed
Superintendent of Master Roads
of W.P.A., with headquarters in
Princeton. He replaces McKinney
Mallory who came here last
year.

Princeton's Flagpole, slated to
be erected soon in the southwest corner of the courthouse
yard, is being welded together
at Cobb High School by students
studying that type of work.
County Judge Herman L. Stephens said Wednesday no definite
plans have been made as to
when the pole will be put up.

Hershey Says Class I Men
Will Be Enough For War
By Jack Stinnett
Washington.—There is a great
deal of misunderstanding and
confusion about what is going
to happen to American manpower after February 16, when
registration for the new draft
starts.
Current reports that we will
put three to five million more
men under arms has led some to
fear that every able-bodied youth
and oldster capable of shouldering a gun will be ordered into
uniform immediately. This is far
from the truth.
Brig. Gen. Lewis B. Hershey,
selective service national director, recently published his
opinion that "younger men, those
without dependents and not ab-

e
1.

solutely necessary in vital occupations, if physically fit, will
be taken into the fighting forces
as they are needed."
•

•

•

There isn't anyone in the
United States who knows as
much about operation of the
selective servire act as General
Hershey. And he didn't put all
those "ifs" and "ands" into that
statement for nothing.
But the general further says:
"To those who are not in these
classes, I say 'keep coon"
IrNpiration for that caution
probably came after General
Hershey had waded through a
couple of carloads of mail from
frantic oldsters, those with de(Continued on page eight)
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SHALL NOT PERISH
It is for us, the living, rather to be dedicated here to the unfinished work which
they who fought here have thus far so
nobly advanced. It is rather for us to be
here dedicated to the great task remaining
before us—that from these honored dead
we take increased devotion to that cause for
which they gave the last full measure of
devotion— that we here highly resolve that
these dead shall not have died in vain—
that this Nation, under God, shall have a
new birth of freedom—and that government
of the people, by the people, for the people,
shall not perish from the earth.—(Lincoln,
Gettysburg Address)
OVER-CONFIDENCE AND
OUR NATIONAL MORALE
Now that all the reports are in, it appears
Admiral Husband E. Kimmel, of Henderson,
Kentucky, is guilty of nothing more heinous
than over-confidence . . . the same thing
that is the matter with virtually every man
Jack of us here in Princeton, and everywhere else in the USA except possibly on
the exposed coastal stretches where the
subs have been busy of late.
It seems too bad that a fine officer should
be so humiliated; that his career, which has
been one of notable achievement and high
honor, should end in ignominy and disgrace
. . . because,he, like,a vast majority of his
fellow citizens, could not get it into his
head that the Japs would be so fool-hardy
as deliberately to attack our great naval
base at Pearl Harbor.
Yet that is exactly what has happened
to Admiral Kimmel.
•
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Over-confidence can lose this war.
The other night we heard a radio commentator declare that what the Nation
needs is another declaration of war, because
most Americahs still do not know we
actually are neck deep in the world's worst
armed conflict.
But there are those who now are not
over-confident, among them all the men of
the great United States Fleet.
Within the last few days advertisements
have appeared in our largest periodicals
headed: "Let's Get Mad."
Well, the Fleet is mad, red-hot, fighting
mad; and the Japs already have begun
tasting the fiery., medicine which our
thoroughly angry sailors and Marines are
determined shall be forced down their yellow throats until they can stand no more.
And the young men who maneuver the
few bombers we have managed to get across
the wide expanse of salt water which separates us from the fighting zqpe in the south
Pacific seem to be a little peevish too; and
when we get some fighting aircraft ever
there to help that handful of heavy,.bombera, we may hope to begin the second stage

rowling On
ain Street

of the lesson the arrogant Japanese need so
sorely, and will so certainly get.
• • •
It is more than somewhat confusing,
we admit, to read and listen to the sort of
war news we daily are provided with by
press and radio . . . There are too many
contradictory statements from persons in
authority. And little folk in inland towns
cannot reconcile these divergent efforts to
regiment us and to turn our steps from
accustomed paths into the narrow gauge
way to victory, as Washington sees it to-
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day.
But this does not mean we are not anxious to do whatever is necessary to win
the war. Like the Man on the Cross, we
fain would have the cup of bitterness pass
from us, or be a bit sweetened by a little
less depressing propaganda. But, like the
steadfast British, we can take it; and will,
tho we truly think the psychology of gloom
which Washington seems determined to
foist upon us is the poorest sort of medicine
upon which to doctor a United States
which for the first time in many years is
united in the will to win.
•

•

•

For, while machines are counted upon to
give us the victory, it still is the morale,
the ideals, the high courage and the legend
of victory that lives in every American's
heart upon which we must count in the
end to pull us through this mess—which
over-confidence and our desire to make a
lot of dollars has drawn us into.

What Other Editors Say:
IRVING WRITES SONG
FOR HENRY, JR.
Irving Berlin, who wrote for Secretary of
the Treasurer Henry A. Morgenthau the
song, "Any Bonds Today?" has written
another song for "Mister Henry Junior," as
he calls the head of the Treasury Department.
The words of the song, the copyright of
which has been turned over to Mr. Morgenthau, follow:
VERSE
I said to my Uncle Sam
"Old Man Taxes, here I am."
And he was glad to see me.
Mr. Small Fry, yes indeed,
Lower brackets that's' my speed,
But he was glad to see me.
FIRST CHORUS
I PAID MY INCOME TAX TODAY.
I never felt so proud before,
To be right there with the millions more
Who paid their income tax today.
'rip squared up with the U. S. A.
You see those bombers in the sky,
Rockefeller helped to build them,
So did I.
I PAID MY INCOME TAX TODAY.
SECOND CHORUS
I PAID MY INCOME TAX TODAY.
A thousand planes to bomb Berlin.
They'll all be paid for, and I chipped in,
That cert'nly makes me feel okay.
Ten thousand more and that ain't hay!
We must pay for this war somehow,
Uncle Sam was worried but he isn't now,
I PAID MY INCOME TAX TODAY.
THIRD CHORUS
I PAID MY INCOME TAX TODAY.
I never cared what Congress spent,
But now I'll watch over ev'ry cent.
Examine ev'ry bill they pay,
They'll have to let me have my say.
I wrote the Treasury to go slow
Careful, Mr. Henry Junior, that my dough,
I PAID MY INCOME TAX TODAY.
Clearly the author of "God Bless America" has scored another hit. However, there
may be more truth than poetry in what
Irving Berlin says about the interest that
henceforth all who are paying income taxes
will take in the government.—(Lexington
Herald).
Uruguay is the smallest republic in South
America,,with an area of only 72,153 square
miles.
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PENNYRILE POSTSCRIPTS
Comes now a lady friend, with
the following contribution:
The ship to keep its even keel
Nods tons and tons of corset
steel.
The die is cast; the past is written—
The ladies now must bulge for
Britain!
With March 15 just ahead, why
this half-way measure of taking
,the flaps off suit pockets, and
leaving the pockets? Quite a lot
of us haven't had any use for
pockets anyhow for some time,
except to carry little knives,
matches and such in.
Ilk
One reason why we don't believe all the scare rumors we hear
about little business being killed
in this country is that we know
we small fry are counted upon to
pay a helluva big share of the
tax load and to buy a whopping
big chunk of Victory bonds.
US Navy seems to have adopted
the, system of under-statement,
employed by the British for so
long, in reporting to Washington
and the country at large upon
its accomplishments in the southern Pacific. The pilot's report:
"Sighted enemy sub; sank same"
was a gem of terse information of
the sort we all welcome these
days.
If business keeps growing at
its present rate at The Leader,
we are going to have to hire a
"receptionist," like they have in
big time offices, to greet and entertain callers. The ladies especially demand more attention than
a limited office force can give;
and well merit it too!
Ilk
Among Princetonians we admire for their calm and steadfast
acceptance of things as they are
is Leonard Groom. The popular
Shorty has a multiplicity of
chores to perform; and does 'em
all well, with considerable satisfaction to a good many persons
who do business with him.
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Once in a while a friend in
Louisville or Lexington expresses
surprise that Pennyriler was so
satisfied to remain In a small
town in far southwestern Kentucky (Eddyville). Well, Don Marquis once said that a typical success is a man who was born on a
farm and worked hard so he could
live in a city, where he worked
hard so he could buy a farm and
move hack to the country.

Laugh At The War
And Like It---

By G. M. P.

Louisville folk, most of whom
went there from small town or
farm, sometimes are not very
tactful in their remarks about
"the sticks." And arrogance of
Bluegrass folk is their one bad
trait, as they make it plain they
don't think much of Kentucky
west of Louisville and wouldn't

By Eddie Canter
Wide World Features
I understand that the goy-,
ment is worried about a ru•.
shortage in the National Defe,
program.
If Sophie Tucker will give

girdle

give you more than a quarter for
that city. The war is doing a lot
toward breaking down these silly
provincialisms. You know, it is
said no people on earth are so provincial as New Yorkers.

Donald

Nelson,

of our women have to give
their girdles, don't worry, the

come through.
Even the school kids will
their part. They're willing to :*
the government the rubber e
ers off their pencils as long
they help to rub out the Jape.
A lot of people are asking
come we're not hearing of
shortage of rubber. in Ja.
Practically every person in Ja,,
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Little Boy's Essay
I don't know how newspapers
came into the world. I don't think
God does for he has nothing to
say about them in the Bible. I
think the editor is one of the
missing links you read of and
they stayed in the bushes until
after the flood and then came out
and wrote the thing up and has
been here ever since. I never saw
a dead one and nefer heard of
one getting licked. Our paper is
a good one but the editor goes
without under-clothes all winter
and don't wear any socks, and
paw ain't paid his subscription
since the paper started. I asked
paw if that is why the editor had
to suck the juice out of snowballs in the winter and go to bed
when he had his shirt washed in
summer, and paw took me out
behind the woodshed and licked
me something awful.—Allen (Nebraska) News.

wears rubber heels, and they
a lot of heels to start with.
You can tell how valuable a iv.
ber tire has become by talking
the Broadway show girls. Tt•
used. to brag about their mi
coats and their diamond and pla
inum bracelets. Nowadays, a
walks in with a brand new rub.,
tire as a lavaliere and she mak
the girls with the bracelets
fur coats green with envy.
The lack of rubber should SA
the lives of millions of pedestria,.
For years the automobile man
facturers in Detroit gave us PI
brakes, a good clutch and bea
tiful bodies but they couldn't
a thing about a nut at the wh'•
Now the reckless drivers will ha%
to stay off the streets. Ev6
though the government tak

The War 24 Years Ago
(From Our Feb. 14, 1918 Files)
It was reported from Scotland
yesterday that 145 bodies of
American soldiers, who died
when the Tuscania was sunk
by
a German U-boat last week,
were
buried along the Scottish
coast.
A mass funeral service
was held
somewhere in Scotland.
American aviators, with the
A.E.F. in Europe,
participated,
for the first time
Monday, in a
French air raid on German
-held
territory. The Yanks
helped
French fliers blast Mannheim
on
the Rhine. One American
flew
low and machine gunned
a large
number of fleeing Germans.
Vernon Castle, famous
English
born dancer, was dead
today after
an airplane crash in Fort
Worth,
Texas. Castle joined the
British
Royal Flying Corps shortly
after
war broke out. He was
an instructor at the time of his
death.

to

troubles will be over. Even if

automobiles away from the peoPi
do you know a better way to if'
the American people
back
their feet?
The girls in my show, "Ban)
Eyes," tell me that there's a sho
age of rich young men to squi
them around town. It's sent)
After all, Tommy Manville can

marry everyone.
Speaking of Tommy Manvill
the trouble with him is that will'
he says "I do" to one girl, he
looking around the crowd to
if he can do any better.

Incidentally, there is a shorts:
of new jokes. As a. matter of fac
I'm

having several of mine
treaded.
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The first American warship reg
ularly commissioned by Georg
Washington on Sept. 2, 1775 %v
the schooner Hannah, mann
and fitted at Marblehead, Mam•
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continues with Daniel Boone,
whose leather-jacket experiences
have somewhat overborne his
genuine service to the advance
of what we are pleased to call
By John Selby
civilization. It traverses a long
111MONINIMINIMIS111011.411•IMINNIIIIIM
period when the labor of black
And today the fifteenth vol- men and women paid for those
handsome, be-columned farmume of the Rivers of America
e
houses without which no Kenseries is out, and its title is tucky movie would be complete.
"The Kentucky." There have
An then there is a period of
been remarkably few low spots industrialization along the Kenin the series, and some pretty tucky and her branches. There
high peaks, if that is an appro- N coal in the highlands and topriate figure for river books. bacco farther down and horses
One of the highspots is Thomas by the thousand on the BlueD. Clark's book on the Ken- grass. There are periodical intucky.
'vasions, such as the race meets
It is a good story to tell. It bring, and Demon Rum grows
begins when those inquisitive strong, is cut down by ProhibiVirginians began poking their tion, and waxes again.
way through the mountains lookHigh up on the Kentucky's
ing for more land, and some- branches live the hill - billies
times finding more Indians. Itwhich have, Professor Clark

Uncle Sam Calls For Boys literary
To Help Men Do Their Work Guidepost
By Jack Stinnett

N STREET: Cousin to all
am n stems in a great nalittle towns . . . A changsal of human emotion . . .
ton's nervous system quivunder the strain of war
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Washington.—This story might
be called "Ai a little child shall
lead them, etc." Because if the
United States is ever subjected
to air raids, some of the defense
may well be attributed to the
nation's 2,000,000 or so model
airplane builders.
A plan is afoot now, sponsored
by the National Aeronautics Association and the Navy, and approved by the Army Air Corps,
to turn these youngsters with a
hobby into builders of model
enemy
aircraft. From
these
models, the Navy and Civilian
Air Defense Corps (the Army
has its own project) may learn
everything there is to know
about spotting.
• • -••
The project belongs primarily
to the National Aeronautic Association, which recently consolidated with the Air Youth of
America. This brought under direct control of the NAA more
than 700 affiliated model clubs.
with a quarter of a million Members, and more than 12,000 licensed model builders.
From among model builders
have come such men as the late
Capt. Colin P. Kelly, Jr., the
Wright Brothers, Glenn L. Martin, Donald W. Douglas, Igor
Eikorski, and William B. Stout.
Civilian
Air
Defense, the
Army and Navy are suddenly
faced with the problem of teaching thousands to recognize the
silhouettes of our own and
enemy planes as far distant as
powerful field glasses can pick
them up. Just how the Army is
handling this is its secret, but
how the Navy and Civilian Defense plan to handle it is a bow
and a scrape to what a few
years ago was considered merely
a childish hobby.
One of the largest model airplane companies has placed its
staff at the disposal of the government and these draughtsmen
and model engineers, working
on a 24-hour-a-day schedule are
turning out designs and master
models of every known plane.
These will not be designs for
flying models. They will be specifications and master models of
"silhouettes," which will be

rushed out to the hundreds of
model clubs and millions of
model builders for immediate
reproduction. These little silhouette planes will be turned
over to civilian defense and the
navy, so that every plane spotter can acquaint himself with
them from every angle.
The the moment, the NAA is
primarily interested in coordinating this silhouette model
building program with its own
aeromodel clubs, elementary and
tsigh school manual training
classes directed by the United
States Office of Education, and
the thousands of unaffiliated
building fans.

thinks, been pretty generously
Chickens And Cows
misinterpreted to the world—a
Help Small Farmers
land now sprinkled with outsidSmall farmers who would
ers looking for a distinctive "culture," and apparently quite un- bolster their incomes by keepable to tell the real from the ing livestock should first consider poultry, lys a report of
synthetic, or for that matter, the planning committee of Todd
from the complete absence of county, Kentucky. Chickens reany at all. John F. Day has had quire little cash outlay
and
a good deal to say about this little fence. In some instances
"Bloody
in
subject
his
Ground," in Todd county, operators of
by the way.
small farms are making more
And of late there has been a from chickens than from tobacrather rapid shifting of values. co. Milk cows offer possibly the
Government dam projects have next best bet for the small
stirred storms, and roads have farmer, the committee believes.
penetrated the most remote re- A few good cows given proper
cesses, and made it possible for care add to the family food
the Bluegrass to see the hill- supply and extra cream to sell.
billies, and vice versa. There
have been floods, drouths, wars, as of a changing inland civilizamurders and God knows what. tion.
All this and a lot more is ProOut of it all have grown a great
many stories which seem char- fessor Clark's material. He has
acteristic of Kentucky as well made the most of it.

IS IT REASONABLE
"IS IT FAIR?
The Louisville Courier-Journal reported in a front page article on February 7, 1942, concerning the electric power bill now before ,the Legislature:
"The concensus is that the Administration will exert whatever

pressure is necessary to pass the bill, perhaps. next week.
"Another sign of Administration interest heartening to proponents

Of the total of 119,000 Kentucky farms on which burley
tobacco is grown, 24,533 have a
half-acre or less, and an acre or
less is grown on 51,000 farms.
Thirty thousand farms grow one
and a tenth to two acres, and
less than 15,000 farms produce
more than four acres.

of H. B. 146 was the presence in Frankfort of the advisory highway
commissioners last night and today. Each was understood to be under

orders to press hard for support of the measure."

Commissioner's Notice
All persons having claims
against the estate of W. F. Rowland, deceased, are hereby notified to present same properly
proven on or before the first day
of March 1942. All claims not
presented to the
undersigned
properly proven by said date
shall be barred.
All persons knowing themselves indebted to the said W.
F. Rowland estate will please
come forward and settle same
at once.
Amy Frances Littlepage
Master Commissioner, Caldwell Circuit Court, Princeton
Kentucky.
3t

If this statement be true-Are unfair political practices being adopted to force unpopular laws
through our Kentucky Legislature?
Why all this "Administration pressure" to pass a law which(a) Surrenders State's rights.
(b) Strikes a death blow to the second largest taxpaying industry.

c5nev/41

(c) Is the most vicious form of special privilege.
(d) Is not needed until after 1944.

URGE YOUR REPRESENTATIVE TO PREVENT
THE PASSAGE OF THIS BILL
L.

"Painting, always painting.
Why don't you drink a lot of
pasteurized milk and get some
natural color, like me?"

r ci,

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY

PRINCETON
CREAMERY

INCORPORATED

Phone 181
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Substation Herd
Is High Producer

r

At the +

REGISTRARS NAMED

Princeton, Kentucky

Deaths an
Funerals

(Continued from page one)
as Baker, James Oates, Mary
Turley; Creswell, Mrs. A. M.
4181•114.1•1•Nill11.11101u0144.11.________________
Calvert; Crider, Clifton Clift;
Carl Sparks' GuernDulaney, Louis Litchfield; Eddy
FIRST NkPT1ST CHURCH
Jim Ordway
seys Second In
Brenda; Enon,
Herman
Creek,
J. G. Cothran, Minister
Funeral services were held
February Milk Test
Mrs. Maggie Van Hoosier; EuSunday School at 9:45.
afternoon at 2 o'clock
Monday
Morning Worship at 11. Ser- reka, Russel Goodaker; FlatThe registered Jersey dairy
for Jim Ordway who
Crayne
at
mon theme, "The Gospel—A rock, Martha Ann Davis; Freeberd, owned by the West Kenearly Sunday morndied
there
Message."
Missionary
will, Lucille • McNeely; Good
tucky Sub-Experiment Station
Training Union meets Springs, Alvin Brown, L. W. ing.
Baptist
farm, with all 13 cows in milk,
in
at 6:00.
Mr. Ordway who lived
Guess; Hall, A. M. Calvert;
ranked first in February tests
Evening Worship at 7:15. Ser- Hart, Viola Burton; Hawridge, Crane had been in ill health for
production
of
average
with an
mon theme, "Waiting Too Long Robert Brown; Hickory Grove, several years.
560 pounds of milk and 32.2
With God and Mary
He is survived by his widow,
Hollingsworth,
Wilson;
was To Get Right
pounds of butterfat, it
Man."
six
sons, Herbert, Texas; Ernest
J.
M.
Kennaday,
Stallins;
Atha
William
by
Monday
announced
Wednes- Ma'son; Lewistown, Mrs. W. R. and Earl, Marion; Roy, Robert,
7:15
service
Prayer
Harvey Crowe, tester for the
day evening.
Simons; Liberty, Mrs. Eva Crea- and Henry, Crayne; and two
Pennyroyal district.
good to see the increased sey; Mt. Hebron, Mrs. Prudy daughters, Ruth Mae and Mary
It
is
owned
by
Guernsey
heard
The
in many of our ser- Barnes; Nabb, Mrs. Stanley De- Belle, Crayne. A son, Guy, preCarl Sparks was second with an attendance
good time for boe; Piney Grove, Woodrow ceded him in death.
average of 660 pounds of milk vices. This is a
for some- Blackburn; Peel, Mrs. Noel
count
people
to
church
and 31,.7 pounds of butterfat.
tragedy to belong Drennan; Quinn, Mrs. Lela
All 22 cows were in production. thing. It is a
Thomas Walker
nothing To
y; Scottsburg, Madie
High individual cow of the to the church and do
always Owens; Silver Star, Mrs.
Word was received here last
month was Faye, owned by Clift about it. Visitors ara
Thomas
Brother, Crider. She produced cordially welcome with us. Bring Ora Cantrell; Sugar Creek, Mrs. week of the death of
1,029 pounds of milk, testing 5.5 the members of your family with Guy Smith; Union Grove, Kath- Walker, husband of the former
percent and yielding 56.6 pounds you and the Sunday visitors. It leen Perkins; Walnut Hill, Vera Miss Gladys Deboe,; Fredonia,
is a good sign to see people at- Drennan; White, Pauline Byrd who died Wednesday, Feb. 4,
of butterfat.
tending church services faith- and Sophine Wood; White Sul- at his home in Detroit, Mich.
fully ared promptly!
phur, Mrs. J. W. McChesney;
He is survived by his widow
Farmersville, Stanley
Deboe, and a child, Thomas Jr. Mr.
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Lucille Kemp and W. E. Simons; Walker was a native of Eran,
were
Friendship, Homer Purdy and Tenn. Funeral services
Charles C. Lancaster, Minister
Evelyn Campbell.
held there at 2 o'clock Friday.
The Church of Christ is a
All registrars are asked to reThose from Fredonia attendpermanent organization. It was
Class Will Study Poul- established by Jesus Christ on port to the Caldwell draft of- ing were Mrs. M. R. Deboe, Mrs.
fice Saturday and get registra- Roy Bolster, Mrs. D. 0. Boaz,
the first Pentecost after his astry At Fourth Session
tion cards, certificates and in- Miss Viola Boisture, and Mr. and
sention into Heaven. This event
Monday Night
structions, Mr. Young said.
Mrs. Stanley Deboe of Farmtook place in the spring of A.
ersville.
Lowery
Caldwell, assistant D. 29. That makes the Church of
superintendent of the State Sub- Christ nineteen hundred and VETERAN'S GROUPS
Milton Barnes
station farm here, will speak thirteen years old this spring.
(continued From Page One)
on the subject of poultry at the Our program follows:
is planned" served to support
Funeral services for Milton
fourth meeting of the class of
Sunday School at 2:00 p. m.
claims a change in the set-up is Barnes, 76, who died last ThursHigh
adult farmers at Cobb
Preaching
and
Communion
being considered.
day were held Friday at the
School Monday night. Farm wo- 2:30 p. m. Subject: "Rightly
Acting as spokesman for Hop- home of his daughter, Mrs. Wilmen also are urged to attend.
Dividing the Word of Truth."
kins county, Legion Commander lie Gallagher.
J. F. Graham, county agent,
Preaching and Communion at
C. W. Maloney, Madisonville,
He was buried in the Fuller
spoke to the class at its third 7:30 p. m. Subject: "Use and
has protested to both state and cemetery in Christian County,
session last Monday night on Abuse of the Bible."
federal officials against using the Rev. Fuller officiating and
"Planning the Farm Business
Prayer meeting at 7:30 Wedthe hospital to house aliens at the Rev. Brooks assisting.
for Profit."
•
nesday evening. We are studying
the expense of injured American
He is survived by his daughJ. M. Wood, Lawrence Holmes, the book of Acts.
soldiers.
ter, Mrs. Willie Gallagher, a
Roy Newsom, Chester Newton,
Spokesmen said about 100 of son, Garret, preceded him in
Chester Cravens, Richard Hart, METHODIST CHURCH
the more than 325 patients at death.
L C. Blane, .Garland Wood and
Outwood hospital are bed-ridden
E. S. Denton, Pastor
Pall bearers were Rodgers
W. P. Crawford were present.
and an order to evacuate the Pickering, Frank Pickering,
9:45 A. M. Sunday school.
4•
.
11:00 A. M. "The Spirit of grounds might be in the nature Glenn Owen, Herschel PoindexMotorist Purchase 850
of a death warrant to some of ter, Albert Hopper and J. T.
Christian Service."
License Plates So Far
6:15 P. M. Youth Fellowship these men. Approximately 60 Hopper.
Caldwell county motorists have
service. Martha Dee Talley will of the men at Outwood were
Flower girls were Mrs. Glen
bought 697 passenger car licenbe the leader.
wounded during the present war. Owen, Mrs. Rodgers Pickering,
se plates, 107 commercial tags
7:00 P. M. "An Identifying
and 46 farm truck licenses so
Savior."
far, County Clerk Philip StevSermon at both services by
ens said Wednesday The deadthe pastor.
line is March 1, and purchasers
One is never higher than when
are urged to buy now and avoid
he kneels in
presence of
the customary last-day rush.
God.
4 • I.
The world today needs a new
Caldwell "Live At Home"
experience of God's indwelling
Meetings Are Scheduled
presence and power.
Live-at-Home Meetings, a feature of the Caldwell County ExThe Rev. J. T. Cunningham
tension Department will be held will preach
at Lamasco Sunday
at the following places
this morning at 11 o'clock.
month: Fredonia school, 7:45 p.
m., Thursday, Feb. 12; Farmers- FIRST
CHRISTIAN CHURCH
ville .schoel 7:45 p. m., Friday. Chas. P.
Brooks, Minister
Feb. 13; Enon school 7:45 p. m.,
Bible School at 9:45. We inMonday, Feb. 16; Creswell school vite all age
groups.
ILLING
7:45 p. m., Tuesday, Feb. -17; 'The
niorning worship at 10:50.
HRILL-CH
Lewistown school 7:45 p. m., Fdr the
T
WILL
splendid interest of
Wednesday, Feb. 18. All meet- our members and
SCENES THAT
visitors we are
GASP!
ings will. be held on Daylight grateful.
The attendance at the
MAKE YOU
saving time.
worship service is ever increasing and we invite you. The
Princetonian Is Victim
morning subject, "The Greatest
Of Hit And Run Motorist
Thing in the World."
Lonnie Gray, Princeton, is reThe evening worship at 7:00.
covering from injuries suffered Your interest makes this
a
last Wednesday night when he real service. Subject, "Gamblers
was struck by a hit and run For God."
motorist near 'Madisonville. He
The three groups of young
•
was taken to the Hopkins Coun- people meet at 6:00.
BY
THE FACE
ty Hospital for treatment.
STRUCK ISCOTTONMOUTH!
Wednesday evening, 7:00:
DEADLY
Prayer meeting.
A
Twisdale Recovering
Thursday evening, 7:00. Choir
Clyde Twisdale, State patrol- rehersal. We are indeed happy
man, has been ill for the last to announce that the services
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Mr. and Mrs. Sid Martin, given Golden Wedding Anniversary.
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Don't Laugh Boys, Yon
liav Be Wearing These

Master Farmers
Are Recognized

"Master farm families" recognized at the annual Farm and
—11orine-Convention at tfii Uni:"
versity of Kentucky are Mr. and
Mrs. John R. Bottorff, Oldham
county; Mr. and Mrs. Joe M.
Gill, Todd county; Mr. and Mrs.
W. F. Hardin, Greenup county;
Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Stokes, Fayette county, and Mr. and Mrs
Alex B. I Veech, Shelby county.
The wards were made cooperatively by the College of Agriculture and Home Economics
and The Progressive Farmer
magazine.
The vital place that farming
and homemaking hold in winning the war was stressed in
the programs of the convention.
Larger production is the order of
the day, so there may be abundant food for the armed forces
and peoples of this and other
nations. Farmers have been asked to supply more vegetables,
more meat, and more poultry
and dairy products. Food will
be a big factor in winning the
war and writing the peace.
From 1,200 to 1,500 women
attended all sessions for homemakers, and unusually large
crowds of farmers were present
each day. The farm programs
were of a general nature for
The hand of war cut the patterns for these men's clothing
two days, and then devoted to items which were featured at a New York fashion show, and you
special problems of crop pro- can add them to your list of "Things to come—maybe." At left,
duction, livestock raising, poul- a "convoy coat" of covert cloth has a bellows pocket in rear to
try keeping, cooperative market- accommodate a weekend kit. Provided with a flashlight and a
ing, bee keeping, dairying, to- pint bottle, the man at right wears a checked "siren suit," which
bacco production, disease and zips up the front, and a white-daubed hat, for use in blackouts.
insect control, and the like.
—AP Telemat
Gov. Keen Johnson was the
principal speaker at the annual
Horse And 81.!ggy
banquet attended by 665 men Priming Ups Incomes
and women.
Days Are Slated
Growers
robacco

Forc\

Banks are helping finance the
purchase of calves for 4-H club
members in Butler county.
Arthur Clyne Young, a 4-H
club boy in Garrard cotinty, sold
1,192 pounds of tobacco for
$39.99 a hundred.
Ninety-one ponds were dug
on farms in Graves county last
year. Many others were renewed.
A model meal was served at
a training school for leaders of
homemakers' clubs in Grayson
county.
Winners of CH club projects
in Fayette county were entertained by the Lexington Kiwanis
club.
Twenty-six members of 4-H
dubs in Spencer csunty sold
15,768 pounds of tobacco for
$4,918.
Richard E'aruifkief-Of-Greenup
county received $89.62' for tobacco grown on a tenth of an
acre.
The Franklin county poultry
committee is planning to place
100,000 chicks on farms of the
county.
Dairy farmers in the southern
part of Grant county have organized to buy stock and supplies.
The Christian,-county homemakers' library contains 143
books. Twenty-four books were
added last year,

Kentucky has tippro
11,508,000 acres of
erop
which 3.042,000 acres
an.
2,417,250 acres are used
375,000 aril% for
lobar
250,000 acres for othi,
crops.

New Class Offered
For Boys Still In
High School

Five Kentucky Families
Honored At State
Convention

Among The
County Agents

Three Million Acres
Plowed In Keritudy

Happy Over Returns

For the first time, burley tobacco growers in Lincoln county, Kentucky, went in for priming on an extensive scale last
year. Reports to the State Colge of Agriculture and Home
Economics indicate that about
500 farmers primed their crops
and thereby saved almost 50,000
pounds of high quality lower
leaves.
One hundred and fifty Arillerson county farmers saved two
to six leaves per plant, by priming. H. W. Howell sold 870
pounds of primings for $28 to
$33 a hundred pounds, and Allie
Craycraft added $45 to his income from an acre.
In Hancock county, farmers
who primed tobacco say they
made al to $3 an hour for the
time they spent stripping off
the lower leaves.

For Comeback
The ban on tires and the lack
of new cars may bring back "the
good old days" in many neighborhoods, believes Merton Oyler
of the Kentucky Agricultural
Experiment Station. Oyler has
just completed a study of the
use of automobiles and other
modern conveniences on farms.
He found that the period from
1920 to 1930 was the heyday of
automobile buying by farmers of
Kentucky. In 1920 only about a

Princeton furnished six men
to the United States Naval Re,serve----duristsr-Jartuary_ Ant- 4114.0:
Hopkinsville recruiting station
forged ahead of its December
record to enlist a total of 33.
Several Princeton boys donned
the blue in December as 31

Crops showing met
elude barley, of which
grbtcn "jaa
compared to 66,000 acres
according to figures gat
the College of. Agricult
Home Economics at Le
The vetch acreage am
put at 88,613, against 10,4
in 1939. The college is
ing less cultivated a
pecially corn, and rasr,
cover and soil improving

signed up at Hopkinsville.
Navy officers said Monday a
new class, called V-1, has been
opened in the Naval Reserve, to

consist of young men between
Submarines can stay at
the ages of 17 and 20 who are
long and travel as far a
to
wish
and
still in high school
ships.
finish that phase of their education. Volunteers to this class will
be called after completing high
NATIONA1
school or in some unusual emerLIFE AND
gency, the officers said.
ACCIDENT
11.151J4641MC •
Brown quadThere has been a lull lately
each on their birthday cake, the
for
candle
A
51.1.110S
boys,
Negro
party
birthday
of
enlistment
in
their first
YOU
ruplets of Fargo, N. D., romped through
greettelegraphic
they said, and these are enand
gifts
of
shower
hospital under a
Fargo
a
in
now.
voulnteer
to
couraged
(left to right) Connie, Clayings. The quads, three girls and a boy
There are unlimited possibilities
of Mr. and Mrs. Nick
children
the
are
ton, Cleo and Claire,
for intelligent young colored
—AP Telemat
Brown of Leonard, N. D.
men in the Naval Reserve, the
officers said.
Princeton boys who signed up
last month were A. G. Butler,
Creomulsion Tel:,
Herman R. Mitchell, Harold Van
going to be in no shape to do cause it goes right
By Dorothy Roe
trouble to help la,
Hooser, Thomas Hardrick, WaltAnd germ laden phlegm, and sa
Associated Press Fashion Editor anything about spring.
er Angle and Bill Powell.
to soothe and heal raw,
No matter what the (sh-h-h!) you might r,ot be in the financial flamed bronchial mucous
branes. Tell your druggist to
weather man says, we're going mood to buy spring finery after a bottle of
Executor's Notice
Creomuision with
derstanding you must like the
to have an early spring this the Ides of March.
quickly allays the cough or
All persons indebted to the year.
seeing to have your money back.
you're
why
That's
estate of the late Ida Mae Duke
Whether you like it or not,
shop
your
in
suits
hats,
will please call and settle same you're going to be wearing those spring
for Courhs,Chest Colds,8.
by the first day of March 1942 new straw smackers (that's the windows right now.
and all persons having claims 1942 name of a New York milliagainst the said estate will pre- ner for hats that sit smack on
sent them properly proven as your head) and navy suits far
required by law by March 1st ahead of the Easter Parade.
1942.
Unless your sales resistance is
C. M. Wood, Executor 3t abnormally high, you're prob'
ably wearing them right now.
tenth of the farmers of the state And you know why? It's simple,.
drove cars. Then the number my dear Mrs. Watson, once you
of cars on farms increased rapid- stop to figure it out.
Spring retail fashion showings
ly until about 1930, after which
the increase was more gradual, are coming along in January inexcept around cities.
stead of March because alert
In commercial farming areas, merchants feel that American
the war may not affect the use women shouldn't be done out of
AILROAD PEOPLE are not
of cars and trucks as much as the joy of a new spring outfit,
in other areas. The labor short- even in these times.
to much talk. Their d'
age and the lack of repair parts
They have figured out that
tion is to do their job—do it
and of new machinery may tend after Mr. and Mrs. America pay
to make cars even more neces- that income tax on March 15,
—and let the results spea
sary, says Oyler.
the old family pocketbook
is
would

FOR SALE1

C REOMULSi

R

The Ida Mae Duke home on West side of
Dunnivan Street, near Dotson High School, will
be sold at the Court House door in Princeton,
Kentucky on Monday February 16, 1942 at
1:00 P. M. Terms of sale, six months, with six
percent interest. Bond with approved surety
or purchaser may pay cash if desired.

CAR CONSERVATION
PLAN'

CONSIRVI
TRANSMISSION

Designed to keep America's cars serving
for the duration....To prolong the life of

CONSERVE
GAS

your car—to avoid many major repair bills
—to protect your pocketbook—to preserve
(ONSERVE
BRAKES

your motor car transportation.... See your
Chevrolet dealer today for full details of
Chevrolet's original "Car Conservation
l CTORy
Plan," and keep your car serving
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WANTED!
Men and women 18-years-old
and over to train for air-craft
jobs. 20,000 needed in Wichita,
Kansas Airplane factories. Good
wages, good working conditions
We need assemblers, inspectors,
and engine mechanics. Low tuition. Swallow Airplane Company
operates a government approved
Aircraft and Engine Mechanics
school. Certificate No. 102. Our
training quickly qualifies you
for a good position in aircraft industry .Write or call in person
for full particulars. W. E. Harrison at the Irvin Cobb Hotel,
Paducah, Ky.
4tp

ttitg,eBrown, Chairyar
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Parts
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well by keeping it well serviced.
A MOBILE NATION IS A STRONG NATION

BUY

lif

traPell

rONSERVE COOtING
SYSTEM

themselves. That
good rule for all of us to f
in a time like this, a time of
when the need is for action first and discussion lat
In keeping with that thought, railroad workers
been cautioned not to talk about such things
movement of armed forces and war materials, whic
course are military secrets in wartime. This secrecy
be scrupulously observed.
However, it is no longer any secret that in the
seven weeks after Pearl Harbor the railroads mo
some 600,000 troops with their equipment to new
distant stations within the United States. It was
'greatest feat of military transportation in the hist
of our country.
While this record-breaking troop movement
going on, the railroads also transported many thous
of individual soldiers, sailors and marines on hoh
furloughs. At the same time also they were meeting
vast needs of war production by transporting
quantities of materials for planes and tanks and s
and other vital instruments of war.
All this was done so smoothly and efficiently
few outside had any idea of the magnitude of what
going on.
And nobody had to go without necessary trans
tation. There were occasional delays when civilian tr
took the siding, but all trains went through with a II
mum of inconvenience.
Such results do speak not only for themselves
for those who did the job. Tkey are a magnificent t
ute to the men and women who run our railroads. T
men and women are working to win the war.
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Food Conserved By
Women Of Caldwell
The

following

food-for-free-

dom report comes from Nancy

Hot Dogs "Out"
And Carrots In For
-- -Duration.—

machinery and
▪ in the hands of

B. Scrugham, home demonstration agent in Caldwell county:
After studying Unproved methOda orb-01MM;--attirtacarstf- drying foods, 22 percent more farm
women make reports on home
produced foods.
Food conserVed duting 1941
was valued at $16,542 more than
the 1940 total. Average gain
per family in quarts canned was
107.
Local merchants sold 2,900
dozen glass food jars, an increase
of 2,100 over the number sold
the previous year.

"Food will win the war' only
if everyone—from tots to 100year-oldsters--eats the right kind
for good health. So says Lois H.
Sharp, Boyd county home demonstration agent. When the Kentucky Nutrition Committee set
up nutrition and health standards, and they were applied to
Boyd county, it was found that
the school lunch provided a
major problem, reports
Mrs.
Sharp.
The usual school lunch for
many of the youngsters consisted
The Navy announced that
of chili, hot dogs, candy bars Commander Francis J. Bridget
and soft drinks most of the time. (above), naval aviator, was one
The cafeteria managers agreed of the men who helped beat off
Standard Old Line Comthat it was unfortunate, but said
a Japanese assault force which In
the children demanded highlypanies . . . Safety for Your
attempted to land behind the
seasoned foods. Local home ecolines of General Douglas Mac- Property and Peace of Mind
nomists argued that the school
Arthur on Batan peninsula in for Yourself.
children would select other foods the Philippines. —AP Telemat
if they were properly prepared
and the hot dogs and soft drinks
Sir
Harry
Lauder, Scotch
were less available.
Phone 25
Recipes were furnished em- comedian, got his first job in a
Princeton, Hy.
phasizing whole wheat, carrots, flax mill at two shillings and a
greens, etc. The Surplus Com- penny a week.
modities agency had products
available for rural schools, PTA
groups and others, enabling consumers to get grapefruit, prunes,
beans and potatoes. Many recipes were printed in the county
newspapers so that parents could
use them at home.
Now—a few months later—
The children are satisfied with
plate lunches of simple foods,
properly balanced. They like
carrots and whole wheat mufHORSES, CATTLE, SHEEP AND HOGS . . . REMOVED
fins and rich milk and butter,
and greens. Hot dogs? They don't
PROMPTLY AND FREE OF CHARGE.
see them, and they don't ask
for them—they like the "new"
lunches so much better.
We Pay All Phone Charges
Children
who like simple
lunches at school sometimes eat
other foods at home, so now
homemakers
are
starting
a
"health drive" throughout the
county to spread the gospel of
better health through better
foods.

DEPENDABLE
INSURANCE

John E.Young,Agt

Surrendering the Axis desert stronghold of Halfaya passon the Egyptian-Libyan frontier, a
captured German major, the Rev. Bach, is shown (center) with British officers. The Major was
the last in command of the 5,500 men in the garrison who were taken prisoner. After the
surrender, he led the British Colonel of the Sappers (right) and his men into Halfaya to
—AP Telemat
indicate where mines were laid.

Kentucky Enlisted
For Better Driving
Gov. Keen Johnson Endorses Move To Stop
Drinking At Wheel

Combines Used To
Grow Needed Seed
Combine harvester-threshers
and small portable threshers are
helping Kentucky farmers produce locally adapted seed badly
needed for grain, grass and cover

crops, says W. C. Johnstone of
Chicago, Feb. 10 — Governor the State College of Agriculture
Keen Johnson' has enlisted Ken- and Home Economics. He says
tucky in the nationwide pro- there are 1,881 combines in the
posal for a moratorium through- state. A small portable thresher,
developed with the cooperation
out 1942 against drunken drivof the Tennessee Valley Auing. In endorsing the idea Govthority, was used successfully in
ernor Johnson said, "I am heartiseveral counties last year.
ly in accord with efforts to deHow important this production
clare a moratorium on drunken
of local seed is was brought out
driving. If we can make the
at a meeting in Clay county.
public conscious of the results
Calculations of farmers indicatof this type of driving, we can
ed that $50,000 worth of seed
do much to lessen the number
would be needed just to sow
of deaths all over the country."
the cover crops needed to proThe proposal for a year's
tect the cultivated land. The
moratorium
against
drunken
spending of even a small perdriving in the United States has
cent if this sum by Clay county
been urged by the American
farmers would be impossible,
Business Men's Research FoundJohnstone adds.
ation as a major step in bringing a reduction in automobile
Members of the Green River
accidents. The Foundation's ofCooperative Canning Company
fices have received endorsements
are planning to double their
for the suggestion from govacreage this yeai and possibly
ernors, local and state traffic
build a storage plant. They reauthorities and others high in
ceived $14 a ton for tomatoes
public life.
last year.
The Foundation made a simildr. proposal last summer for
over the three-day July 4 holi- day period which received nationwide fcceptance and was
said to have been an important
factor in reducing the number
Betty Sanitone says:
of holiday deaths by 100 less
than in 1940.

Men Wanted For
Pearl Harbor Work
Mechanics Needed
At Pacific Navy
And Army Bases
Caldwell

countians

Wanted!
DEAD STOCK

who

wouldn't mind working in the
midst of war activity may obtain information about getting
in line for employment at Pearl
Harbor and other military bases
from B. M. Stone, secretary of
the local Civil Service examiners
at the postoffice, it was announced Monday.
Authorities said workers are
badly needed at Pearl Harbor.
Applicants should be skilled in
some trade related to Navy
yards and arsenals.
Experience requirements are
from three to four years, depending on the trade. Mechanics
and mechanics' helpers are the
most sorely needed, authorities
said.

Phone 423

Princeton, Ky.

KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS

Try a Leader Classified Ad

"A

Tobacco Up 35 Percent
'Cash farm income in Kentucky
in 1941 approached $185,000,000
or 16 percent more than in 1940,
says a State College of Agriculture and Home Economics report on the agricultural situation. Prices of Kentucky types of
tobacco this season are from
35 to 70 percent higher than a
year ago, and returns promise
to be considerably higher than
from 1940's crop.

Good dverfiseffient
of a good thing
in a Good Paper,
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Sanitone cleaning
to go without necessary tr
asional delays when civilian
I trains went through with'

Helped Beat Off
Food Experts Urge Jap
Attack
Balanced War Diets
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,(tied mahogany plastic
p award for styling in
est. Plays on AC. or
trent. Superheterodyne
ic Speak-

Your pet dress will
look pretty as a
picture after Sanitone dry cleaning
brings out the full
richness of color
and texture! We'll
press and reshape
it to its original
Call us today.

$13.95

peak not only for themselv
Job. Tkey are a Magnificent
Men who run our railroads.
orking to win the war.
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WHEN SOMEONE IS

Oa the .21frie
Don't Crash the Telephone
Down On a Hard Surface

GoodInvestment"
--PATRICK J. HEALY
Of the firm of Lyon & Healy

THE telephone instrument
is very sensitive to all sounds and vibrations —when it is suddenly dropped
or jarred against any hard surface —
it gives a very unpleasant effect in
the ear of the party on the other end
of the line.

771-1E PRINCETON
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H. MOHON, Manager
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For 70 Years a Good Newspaper for Advertising Good Things
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or reguReserves,
tional Guard,
bring in
will
forces,
armed
lar
a lot more.
-years-olds,
From the 36 to 44
expect
doesn't
Service
Selective
man out
to get more than one
of 20 for field duty.
• •
Hershey says, "I believe we
milcan put four, perhaps five,
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Normandie Burns Al Hudson Pier

Princeton Accepts
War Time Almost
Without Flurry
Local Citizens Step In
Line With New
lutes; Cow* -Schools
Start Hour Later
industrial
chief
Princeton's
plants, Cumberland Manufacturing Company, • Kentucky Whip
and Collar Company, Princeton
Creamry and Cedar Bluff Quarry stepped in line with the new
Central "Wartime" and workmen, many rqporting in total
darkness before dawn arrived,
came in for duty at the usual
time Monday morning.
Butler High School, Eastside
and Dotson were other institutions making no changes in their
retorting times though many
students arrived tardy the first
morning due to forgetfulness
and failure to move their clocks
ahead.
The county schools set a new
time for ringing their opening
bells. Pupils report now at 9
o'clock instead of the customary
eighth hour. Officials said this
will enable pupils living several
miles from schools to get ready
for the day's work after daylight.
Salesgirls, storekeepers, county and city officials and others
of the general Princeton public
accustomed to an adequate morning snooze saw a winter sunrise
for the first time in years Monday as they bravely got in
stride the Nation's new time
schedule.
Some uneasiness was registered Sunday night as many quaked at rising "before the sun"
but early morning found most
of them enjoying the new arrangement.
Clyde Wood, who alternates
between farmwork at Cobb and
running a drugstore here, said
"The new time bothers us out
at Cobb not in the least. We
feel ashamed if we don't get
up before daylight anyway."
Courthouse officials opened
offices pretty close to the-regular time but said they found it
hard to work with lights burning as they started their daily
routine.
By mid-morning, the business
district was operating smoothly.
A few public clocks "were still
an hour slow but nobody paid
them attention . . . Princeton
had accepted its newest wartime change almost without a
flurry.
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MOCCASIN
Flat Miceli, Wedge Ileel,1.
Mil. Heel-Tan, White a
Tan,Two Tone Tan.
SIZE 3 TO 6
as flames swept the ship at its Hudson River pier in New York.
Fire boats pour water on the former French liner Normandie
—AP Telemat
The West Side highway is in the foreground.

Local Chain Store
Managers Give Aid
Pledge Full Support
Of All Units In War
Emergency

Princeton's chain store managers, deciding that modern war
is total war, have gone all out
for the home front effort and
pledged support of the Community Chest, Red Cross, Retail
Merchants Association and the
Civilian Defense Board.
The managers met last week
and organized an assistance board
of their own with Robert Dalzell, A&P, general chairman;
W. D. Russell, McElroy's, community relations chairman; Ezra
Franklin, Red Front, agricultural relations chairman, and
Merle Drain, J. C. Penney Company, coordinator.
All managers have registered
with the Civilian Defense board,
headed by Leo "Chick" Walker.
and have offered their services
where they may be needed.
Defense stamps are being sold
in the stores to help turn the
tide of the war.
The organization was formed
at a dinner meeting of some of
the merchants. Besides those
Homemakers' Schedule
elected, Gus Wilson, Charles
Eddyville Road, Friday, Feb- Nichols and Melvin Fralick were
ruary 13, 1:30. p. m., place to be present.
announced. -.
Otter Pond, Tuesday, February
17, 1:30 p. m., Mrs. W. P. Craw- County Homemakers
Attend Clothing Meet
. •
ford, hostess.
Crider, Wednesday, February
A
delegation
of Caldwell
18, 1:30 p. m., Miss Nell Guess, County ,Homemakers, including
hostess.
Mrs. L. P. Hopper, Mrs. B. K.
Friendship. Thursday, Febru- Stroube, Mrs. Charles Wilson,
ary 19, 1:30
m., Mrs. A. H. Mrs. Cook Oliver, Mrs Hugh
Oliver, hostess.
Yates, Mrs Brad Lacy, Mrs. Guy
T. Shoulders, Mrs. G. C. Hayes,
Two Escape Injuries In
Mrs. Charles
Rowland, Miss
Cadiz Road ,Collision
Revis Hopper and Miss Nancy
Brown Scrugham, attended
a
An automobile driven by Ernest Eastland, Princeton, and a meeting of clothing leaders at
truck driven by Walter Brown, Madisonville last Monday. Topics
Dawson Springs, collided on the discussed will be taught at meetings of county clubs.
Cadiz highway about four miles

HERSHEY SAYS

Lieut. Ralph Cash In
Panama Canal Zone
Safe arrival in Balboa, Panama Canal Zone, of First Lieut.
Ralph L. Cash, who sailed from
a New York port 10 days ago,
was announced in a letter received by Mayor and Mrs. W. L.
Cash, the officer's parents, Tuesday. Mrs. Ralph Cash and baby,
Betty irou, are here with her
husband's parents for the duration of the war. Lieutenant Cash
indicated he expected soon to
be moved into the South Pacific
war zone in the near future.

Marion Boy Named
Editor Of U. K. Paper
Harold Winn of Marion, senior
in the University of Kentucky
College of Arts and Science,
Monday was named managing
editor of the Kentucky Kernel,
U. K. student newspaper, by Dr.
Neil Plummer, head of the journalism department. Winn succeeds
Miss Patricia Hanauer of Fort
Thomas, who did not re-enter
school for the second semester.

Local Banks Observe
Lincoln's Birthday Holiday
Princeton banks will be closed
Thursday, Feb. 12, which is
Lincoln's birthday and a national holiday. The local banks
will not close Monday, Feb. 23.
in observance" of Washington's
birthday, which this year falls
upon Sunday, it was annuonced.

Cattle Market Steady
The cattle market was steady
with last week at Monday's
auction sale here, Princeton
Livestock Company reported. A
total of 718 head was sold.

Dr. J. M. Moore Named
President Of Organization For 1942
Dr. J. M. Moore, Princeton
•
physician, was named president
of the Caldwell County Medical
Society for 1942 at a meeting of
its members here last Friday
night.
Other officers chosen were Dr.
B. K. Amos, vice-president; Dr.
W. L. Cash, re-elected secretary;
Dr. W. C. Haydon, delegate to
the State convention to be held
next fall at Murray; Dr. K. L.
Barnes, alternate delegate; Dr.
Haydon, Dr. Amos and Dr. F.
T. Linton, board of censors to
serve three, two and a year, respectively.
Dr. Linton replaces Dr. J. M.
Dishman, who left here to serve
as health officer at Fulton several weeks ago.
A meeting of the Four County Society, composed of physicians and dentists in Caldwell,
Trigg
and
Crittenden, Lyon
counties, will be held here Tuesday night, Feb. 24, it was announced.

Lisanby Admitted To
Advertising Club

1.Charles

Lisanby, son of Mr.
and 'Mrs. A. L. Lisanby, Eddyville Road, a student of the Advertising Art School, Nashville,
will be initiated February 6 in
the Advertising Art Club, honorary organization. Membership
in this Club is based on scholastic achievement, marked potentialities for success in the profession of commercial art, geneVI aptitude and character.

DAY OF PRAYER
The Central Presbyterian
Church will hold "World's Day
of Prayer" at the church on
Miss Hilda Pepper left reFriday, Feb. 20, at 2 o'clock.
Members and visitors are cor- cently for Louisville where she
dially invited to attend.
has accepted a position.

from Princeton early Saturday
night. There was some damage
to the car, but neither of the
men were injured.

(Continued from page 1)
pendents, infirmities or a job
they can't afford to lose. The
chances of such men getting
called are about 10,000 to one
and then only if they haven't
sense enough to appeal their
cases from 'the decisions of a
jittery draft board that has failed in its understanding of the
law.
Reclassification of the 21 to 28
age group to bring into the
armed forces all men, physically
fit and not burdened with excessive responsibilities to either
dependents or defense jobs, will
result in hundreds of thousands
of new draftees. Recalling all
of the men between 28 and 35,
hitherto deferred because
of
age, occupation, or because they

"WHERE YOUR $ $ HAVE MORE CENTS

SPECIAL
Armour's Week in all Red Front Stores. Enjoy these delicious meats while yom
can get them at such reasonable prices.More for your Money all the time.
ARMOUR'S TREAT
delicious many ways

Con Carne .10c Corned Beef
ir
Brains & Gravy

Armour's

tE
lil
n ur
r:L
CILI

12-os.

earl

Armour's

12-oz. can I iC

pc:M.Sandwiches lb 123c
DASH DOG FOOD, 3 tall cans
1 extra can lc, 4 cans

30c

Large Red
Winesap

Apples

lk

MAYFAIR BLACKBERRIES, extra

fancy quality,

No, 2 can

12ic

HELP WANTED—Watkins dealers enjoying splendid business—
not affected by National Defense—open localities being filled fast. At present we are in
need of dealer for Princeton.
Write Roy C. Ruble, 70-90 W.
Iowa, Memphis, Tenn. for deltp
tails.
FOR RENT: Bed room, ready
furnished, modern conveniences.
315 N. Harrison, Phone 113, Ivy
2tp
Conway.
FOR RENT: Apartment. Hot
water, steam heat and gas
refrigerator. Mrs. Laban Kevil.
1 tc
Phone 38.

Fresh And Cured Meats
VEAL ROAST
cut from choice chuck

lb.

Manufacture of new radio receiving sets has been limited to Army
Signal Corps and Navy needs very largely, so that it is hard to get a
new radio in Princeton. This makes it ALL IMPORTANT TO YOU that your
present radio be kept in top operating condition.
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If we can be of service to you in supplying your needs on your
present radio set, we will be glad to do so.

Princeton Lumber Co.

22k

Fresh Fruits and Vegetables
oiR
G
A.P3
oz
E9c
)UIT medium siie3 for 1(k
1FR

gain price 36-in,
width,
age Tobacco
Canvas

VEAL CHOPS
SUGAR CURED BACON
whole or half strip
PORK MELTS

PHONE 260
FOR RENT: The Cabin in the
lane. C. M. Wood.
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CLASSIFIED ADS
FOR RENT—The Monroe Pool
home on South Jefferson St
See or call Princeton Federal
Savings and Loan Assoc. Henrietta Hotel Bldg.
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DROMEDARY DATE AND
NUT BREAD
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CELERY HEARTS
package of four

25c

PARSNIPS

lb. &

Fresh fruit, fresh vegetables,
fresh meats in all Red Front Stores. More for Y"'
Money all the time.

a Quality,
3-yds.
EYelo-Gromm wide ets 3yds.
The easy way
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Princeton's Busiest Dep

